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2 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
API

Application Processor Interface

ARL

Algorithm Reference Library

COTS

Commercial off the shelf

EF

Execution Framework

ELK

Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana

JNI

Java Native Interface

OVS

Open vSwitch

SDP

Science Data Processor

SIP

System Integration Prototype

SKA

Square Kilometre Array

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

RBAC

Role Based Access Control

VRRP

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol

3 INTRODUCTION
This Memo document provides further detail on the Prototyping activities covered in P3-AlaSKA
Prototyping Report [RD02] in respect of the Platform Services Component of the SDP Operational
System C&C View [RD01]
The P3-ALaSKA infrastructure is managed by via an OpenStack control plane, exposing the resources
as a bare metal cloud. This approach provides flexibility and allows the system to service the needs
of SKA researchers for their various prototyping, evaluation and performance testing tasks. The
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system also provides an opportunity to evaluate OpenStack’s suitability for providing some aspects
of the Platform Services module.

4 MOTIVATION AND SCOPE
The motivation is to support the following user stories:
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

As an SDP architect, I want a set of programmable Core Infrastructure Services, so that I can
provision the required Execution Engines and supporting services.
As an SDP architect, I want an AAAI that integrates with whichever identity provider is used
for the SDP sites.
As a system administrator, I want the ability to provision infrastructure using various
different OS images, so that I can support different environments and keep software up to
date.
As an SDP architect, I want a set of Core Infrastructure Services with a broad range of
support for different types of hardware, to ensure sufficient purchasing options.
As an SDP architect, I want a set of Core Infrastructure Services that provide infrastructure
that meets the significant performance requirements of the SDP as efficiently as possible.
As an SDP operator, I want a set of Core Infrastructure Services that support auto-discovery
and hardware inspection, so that I can reduce the time spent on enrolling new hardware and
avoid mistakes inherent in manual configuration.
As an SDP architect, I want a set of Core Infrastructure Services capable of managing the
multiple heterogeneous networks present in the SDP.
As an SDP operator, I want a Software Defined Networking (SDN) solution capable of safely
managing networks in a flexible and performant manner.
As an SDP operator, I want a fully automated OpenStack deployment solution, so that I can
avoid the inevitable mistakes associated with manual configuration, and manage the scale of
the SDP.
As a system administrator, I want an Infrastructure Orchestration Service that allows me to
easily scale and manage platforms running on the infrastructure.
As an operator, I want and Infrastructure Dashboard that allows me to view the state of the
system.

5 ARCHITECTURAL IMPACT
The main architectural impact of the P3-AlaSKA OpenStack work can be grouped into these parts:
●

●

●

●

Core Infrastructure Services
○ OpenStack private cloud exposing bare metal resources, and multiple networks,
including 100Gb/s Infiniband and 25Gb/s Ethernet (with RoCE)
Compute Provisioning Interface
○ Expose the hardware to the SDP Operational System.
○ OpenStack Magnum has been used to create Docker Swarm and Kubernetes
Container Orchestration Engine Clusters
Storage Provisioning Interface
○ OpenStack Manila providing on-demand access to CephFS namespace
○ Experimental work around Manila access to pre-defined Gluster Volumes
Orchestration Services
○ OpenStack Kayobe makes use of OpenStack Kolla and Kolla-Ansible to provision and
upgrade OpenStack services.
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○

●

●

Heat + Ansible for appliances, such as the Docker Swarm cluster created for SIP as a
prototype for the Compute Provisioning Interface
Logging and Metrics Service
○ Integration of the OpenStack control plane services with the Logging and Metrics
service
User Interface Services
○ OpenStack Horizon to inspect the current state of the Core Infrastructure Service

From the Platform Services C&C View [RD1], the following diagram provides a representation of
these components and their interactions:

Figure 1: Platform Services Component and Connector Primary Representation
The following sections expand on the architectural impact of the P3-ALaSKA OpenStack work on
each of the parts of Platform Services.
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5.1 Core Infrastructure Services
5.1.1 AAAI Integration

Keystone

API and services for OpenStack authentication. Keystone has a HTTP REST API
and runs as a service within Apache httpd. Keystone persistent state is stored
by Galera/MySQL. Transient token state is stored by Memcached.
OpenStack user accounts are stored locally within the SQL database.

5.1.2 Secrets Management
Barbican API

A stateless HTTP REST interface to OpenStack’s secrets service. Barbican API
interacts with Galera for synchronous SQL database operations, and uses a
message queue (RabbitMQ) to interact with one or more Barbican workers for
other operations.

Barbican Worker

One or more Barbican workers process requests via AMQP from one or more
Barbican API servers.

Barbican Keystone
Listener

An event listener for update notifications from Keystone.

5.1.3 Software Images
Glance API

An HTTP REST API for software image services.

Glance Registry

A service for managing image metadata through a REST-like API.

5.1.4 OpenStack Compute

Nova API

An HTTP REST API for OpenStack compute services.

Nova Conductor

The Nova conductor process implements the logic at the heart of OpenStack
compute.

Nova Scheduler

The process for selecting the hypervisor resources to which a new instance will
be assigned is performed by the Nova scheduler. A configurable set of filters
are used to eliminate ineligible resources.

Nova Placement API

A relatively new service providing a more generic and flexible method of
managing heterogeneous compute resources.
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Ironic proxy compute
node

The service that implements a placeholder for a hypervisor Nova compute
agent. In this case the Ironic proxy compute node models a hypervisor in
which all bare metal compute nodes are guests.

5.1.5 Bare Metal Management
Ironic API

An HTTP REST API for OpenStack bare metal management services.

Ironic Conductor

The core logic for management of bare metal compute nodes.

Ironic Inspector

A free-standing service for booting Ironic nodes with a custom ramdisk, for
performing hardware introspection. The data gathered by the agent running
on the ramdisk is posted as JSON objects and can form input to further
analysis.

Ironic dnsmasq

A DHCP server for use during hardware introspection.

Ironic PXE

An Ironic service for network-booting compute nodes as part of the bare metal
provisioning process.

5.1.6 Networking
Neutron server

Controller process for OpenStack networking.

Neutron metadata
agent

Process for responding to cloud-init requests from booting instances. The
metadata agent runs an HTTP service within the virtual tenant network
namespace.

Neutron L3 agent

Neutron software routers between internal tenant networks and other
networks.

Neutron DHCP agent

Neutron process for responding to DHCP requests on tenant networks.

Neutron Open
vSwitch agent

Neutron process for managing Open vSwitch layer 2 connectivity on the
OpenStack controller host.

5.1.7 Supporting Services
RabbitMQ

A stateful service, providing reliable, clustered AMQP messaging used for
internal communication between OpenStack services.

Galera Cluster

A stateful service, providing SQL databases to all OpenStack components.

Memcached

A low-latency cache for ephemeral data, such as Keystone authentication
tokens.

Keepalived

A service for Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) for services to
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redundantly share a common virtual IP (VIP).
HAProxy

The TCP and HTTP proxy server used for supporting high availability by
interposing between client connections and one or more servers for a service.
HAProxy can use VRRP (via Keepalived) to implement high availability in an
active-passive pairing.

Cron

Periodic management activities, such as the flushing of expired Keystone
tokens.

Open vSwitch
daemon

Open vSwitch is used by Neutron for the dynamic management of OpenStack’s
software-defined networking.

Open vSwitch OVSDB

The Open vSwitch database (OVSDB) protocol is the interface between
Neutron and Open vSwitch.

5.2 Remote Storage Provisioning
5.2.1 File System as a Service
File system as a Service is covered in more detail in [RD03].

Manila API

An HTTP REST API for file-based storage services.

Manila Scheduler

A service for scheduling/routing requests to the appropriate manila-share
service. It does that by picking one back-end while filtering all except one backend.

Manila Share

Responsible for managing Shared File Service devices, specifically the back-end
devices.

Manila Data

A standalone service whose purpose is to receive requests, process data
operations with potentially long running time such as copying, share migration
or backup.

5.3 Orchestration Services
5.3.1 OpenStack Deployment

Bifrost

A tool for deploying a free-standing instance of OpenStack Ironic. This service
maintains inventory state for all the control nodes of the OpenStack
deployment. Boot and imaging of the OpenStack control plane is performed
by this node.

Kayobe

A tool for provisioning an OpenStack control plane to bare metal, using Bifrost,
Kolla and Kolla Ansible.
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Kolla

A tool for building production-ready container images for deployment of
OpenStack.

Kolla Ansible

A tool for deploying the Kolla container images using Ansible.

5.3.2 Infrastructure Orchestration Services
Heat API

An HTTP REST API for OpenStack infrastructure orchestration services.

Heat Cloud
Formation API

A translation layer for AWS CloudFormation.

Heat engine

The controller process for OpenStack orchestration.

5.3.3 Container Orchestration Services
Container Orchestration services are covered in more detail in [RD03]
Magnum API

An HTTP REST API for container infrastructure orchestration deployment
services.

Magnum conductor

The controller process for container infrastructure deployment.

5.4 Logging and Metrics Services
Logging and Metrics services are covered in more detail in the P3-ALaSKA Monitoring & Logging
Prototyping Memo [RD04]

5.4.1 Log Collector
Fluentd

A framework for collecting logs from the control plane servers and OpenStack
services and shipping to Monasca for storage and analysis.

5.4.2 Metric Collector
Monasca Agent

An agent for collecting metrics from the control plane servers and OpenStack
services and shipping to Monasca for storage and analysis.

5.5 User Interface Services
5.5.1 Infrastructure Dashboard
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Horizon

The OpenStack web interface.

6 ARCHITECTURE OF P3-ALASKA OPENSTACK
This section provides a more in-depth look at the architecture of the P3-ALaSKA OpenStack system,
while continuing to map to elements of the Platform Services module as described in the Platform
Services Module View.

Figure 1: OpenStack images in P3-ALaSKA
The decision was made to partition the P3-ALaSKA system into two separate compute systems, each
with its own OpenStack control plane. The Alt-1 system effectively provides a staging/development
environment comprising a single OpenStack controller host and two bare metal compute hosts. The
Production system comprises an OpenStack controller host, a monitoring host, and the remaining
compute and storage hosts.
Users of P3-ALaSKA access the system through an SSH gateway which is connected to the ilab
network. The public OpenStack APIs, Horizon dashboard, and bare metal server instances are
accessible via the ilab network.
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6.1 Core Infrastructure Services
6.1.1 AAAI Integration
OpenStack is built with multi-tenancy as a core principle, and the Identity service, Keystone, is at the
heart of this. Projects form the basis of multi-tenancy, as a collection of resources which are by
default isolated from resources of other projects. Users may belong to one or more projects, and
have one or more roles which support Role Based Access Control (RBAC) in those projects.
Keystone supports several backends, including its internal SQL database and LDAP. Domains allow
multiple backends to be used simultaneously, and for requests to be scoped to a particular identity
provider. The Keystone architecture guide provides more detail on these and other concepts.
In P3-ALaSKA, the SQL backend is used to store user and project information, both for the service
(machine to machine) and human user accounts. Multi-tenancy was not a requirement for the
prototype environment, so all users are members of a single p3 project. There is still useful
separation between this project and the privileged admin and service projects.
Users and the p3 project are defined using the p3-config configuration repository which will be
covered in more detail in the Orchestration Services section.
6.1.1.1 Federated OpenStack as part of a common e-Infrastructure strategy

The Alt-1 partition of P3 has been used as a proving ground and architectural testbed to evaluate the
implementation of a federated OpenStack-based cloud platform.
The formulation of a ‘best practices’ document on OpenStack federation, alongside discussions with
the wider scientific and research communities, resulted in the early implementation and successful
demonstration of a federated cloud platform, with Alt-1 as a participating member.
Keystone is configured to delegate authentication to a third-party proxy identity provider service,
EGI Check-in1, allowing users to access the platform using their own (i.e issued by their academic
institute) credentials. Authorisation is subsequently handled by configuring Keystone to map the
user’s organisational membership to a group, which has a role assigned within a particular project on
the platform. This provides users with a simple onboarding process onto the platform, with minimal
administrative overhead on behalf of the platform’s administrators, but at the same time without
having to sacrifice security.
The following four screenshots shows the process of a user logging in via OpenStack’s Horizon
interface, handing off to EGI Check-in for authentication, before access is granted for this user via
the _member_ role within a project.

1

https://www.egi.eu/services/check-in/
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Figure 2: Screenshots showing the authentication process through OpenStack Horizon
The access token issued via EGI Check-in can also be used on the command-line and via OpenStack
SDKs such as Shade2 to automate infrastructure deployment.

2

https://docs.openstack.org/shade/latest/
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6.1.2 Secret Management
The secret management service, Barbican, provides secret management, and is used by the Magnum
service during container cluster provisioning, and by the OpenHPC appliance to share Ceph keys in
p3-appliances.

6.1.3 Software Images
The image service, Glance, provides data and metadata storage for disk images. It stores OS images
used when creating compute instances, and bare metal ramdisk and kernel deployment images. Disk
images are typically in a raw or qcow2 format, and for bare metal compute instances may be a single
partition or a partitioned disk image.
+--------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------+--------+
| ID
| Name
| Status |
+--------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------+--------+
| ae0b7baf-61fb-425a-a6d1-4f67dc4b7414 | CentOS7
| active |
| 7176138e-49c8-4199-bec2-578868cfcfc8 | CentOS7-OFED4
| active |
| 58d12f97-21ed-4d12-a851-d582a56dabf2 | CentOS7-OpenHPC
| active |
| 80b07eaa-1207-4ce1-8e4f-dd340328f8b0 | CentOS7.4-OFED4.1
| active |
| 397a6ece-3e80-4d9d-96b4-7c8be454d530 | CentOS7.4-OFED4.2
| active |
| fa9892f0-e3e3-4c3b-a60a-1fc5959c7bca | CentOS7.4-OpenHPC
| active |
| c1bdda8a-c36b-4ab5-9de6-2972040fbdc7 | FedoraAtomic27
| active |
| 7b0b395d-2d0f-4578-aaa7-3fd7e741ffef | FedoraCore
| active |
| bdc6ec47-b6d6-4314-bb73-a5150b56d3ad | Ubuntu16
| active |
| 03ef009a-5b0f-422f-a9d5-fe3f7b655666 | ipa.initramfs
| active |
| 033fd8dd-06df-43ee-9fda-a44b1d1476a8 | ipa.vmlinuz
| active |
| 6c702c0c-db7e-4c8c-9617-ca96e3f57953 | sahara-vanilla-2.8.2-centos7
| active |
| 3e0f1320-2eb0-4e63-881a-a80b7a43058a | sahara-vanilla-2.8.2-centos7-kernel
| active |
| ed9b5923-fce2-4111-ab02-97fb9e1c2af4 | sahara-vanilla-2.8.2-centos7-ramdisk
| active |
| c222b210-817a-4dac-8565-9902fe965843 | swarm-ce-fedora-25
| active |
| 7bf42a5c-d825-4b63-8936-4cd6c42dafa6 | swarm-ce-fedora-25-kernel
| active |
| 41fd5c92-3a42-4455-9071-f4de5f58cc4e | swarm-ce-fedora-25-ramdisk
| active |
+--------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------+--------+
Figure 3: OpenStack images in P3-ALaSKA
Users are able to register their own images, or use one of the images built using the recipes in p3config.

6.1.4 OpenStack Compute
The compute service, Nova, is really the core of OpenStack. It is one of the two founding OpenStack
projects (the other being Swift, which is not used in P3-ALaSKA). Nova provides the abstraction of a
compute instance, which represents a virtual or physical (bare metal) machine provisioned using a
disk image or volume (block device), with access to one or more networks. It aims to convert a pool
of compute resources into an elastic, shared resource. Nova provides rich scheduling support
through its concepts of flavors and host aggregates. Flavors define a machine specification through
CPUs, memory, and disk, plus additional metadata that can be used to influence scheduling.
Typically, Nova manages virtualised compute resources exposed as virtual machines. It is possible to
use Nova to manage physical compute resources by coupling it with the bare metal service, Ironic,
and this is what is done by P3-ALaSKA. Ironic acts as a virtualisation driver in Nova, exposing each
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bare metal compute node as a hypervisor on which exactly one compute instance may be
provisioned.
There are a number of different types of compute and storage nodes in P3-ALaSKA, and these are
exposed to users via flavors which are registered in p3-config.
+--------------------------------------+------------------+--------+------+-----------+-------+-----------+
| ID
| Name
| RAM | Disk | Ephemeral | VCPUs | Is Public |
+--------------------------------------+------------------+--------+------+-----------+-------+-----------+
| 2622d998-7072-484d-8c7a-244a308c2709 | storage-B
| 131072 | 1489 |
0 | 48 | True
|
| 45de681c-950e-434b-9c2e-6f66b120f85c | storage-A
| 131072 | 557 |
0 | 48 | True |
| 7b46226c-ce48-4e43-8aca-4f5ca00d5f38 | compute-A-magnum | 131072 | 271 |
100 | 64 |
True |
| 8560fc70-bf7c-486d-9296-d5cc8c7aaf99 | compute-B
| 524288 | 371 |
0 | 64 | True
|
| b7bdadfa-83a0-46a1-a854-f780b9d296c3 | compute-A
| 131072 | 371 |
0 | 64 | True
|
| d0e9df0c-34a3-4283-9547-d873e4e86a40 | compute-GPU | 131072 | 744 |
0 | 64 | True
|
+--------------------------------------+------------------+--------+------+-----------+-------+-----------+
Figure 4: OpenStack flavors in P3-ALaSKA

6.1.5 Bare Metal Management
The bare metal service, Ironic, manages bare metal compute. The central resource in Ironic is the
node, which represents a single bare metal server. Nodes have ports (representing NICs), a hardware
type, and various hardware interfaces. P3-ALaSKA uses the most common hardware type, ipmi,
which represents hardware with a Baseboard Management Controller (BMC) that can be managed
remotely via Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI). Hardware interfaces define things
such as the power, management, networking and block storage implementation.
+--------------------------------------+---------------+-------------+--------------------+
| UUID
| Name
| Power State | Provisioning State |
+--------------------------------------+---------------+-------------+--------------------+
| 6a3d171d-eae0-4f0f-9567-07fdf49a3350 | sv-b16-u14 | power on | active
| bc409a98-2b05-4227-8210-3e986ed412f9 | sv-b16-u5 | power on | active
| d9a3b810-8d3c-486f-8a1e-78ef564c62db | sv-b17-u27 | power on | active
| 6db05f1b-1442-4011-b0b2-220dc09cf0bb | sv-b17-u28 | power on | active
| ccaec6a0-b8a0-41cb-a3b4-d8de5859d818 | sv-b16-u7 | power on | active
| c1222a41-bc2f-4502-870c-d32ec3362ef6 | sv-b16-u10 | power on | active
| 7e898d9a-5e77-42ea-a5b2-161c0ab980c7 | sv-b17-u32 | power off | available
| 2b391ded-8cd1-4ba1-890f-5168bca8eab7 | sv-b17-u34 | power on | active
| b59be60f-b81a-4ae3-b536-ef89e6695a05 | sv-b17-u33 | power on | active
| e37bf4ca-a3b0-4152-b6b9-005643be9a6a | sv-b17-u35 | power on | active
| 49a9298f-0eb3-46b3-b2cf-7b36d8bd505d | sv-b16-u13 | power on | active
| f2c3d0d4-ed3b-44e5-99be-3d078101980e | sv-b16-u8 | power on | active
| 723f0f74-a7b1-4d7f-b851-0121d782db31 | sv-b16-u3 | power on | active
| 7cd85c02-eaa0-4a1d-ba10-8efdf5e93c83 | sv-b17-u31 | power on | active
| 8de3d695-0d84-4304-9aee-a79c6a284eee | sv-b16-u16 | power on | active
| b5a327d7-6317-43b5-9f9a-34a5894fe225 | sv-b16-u15 | power on | active
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| 4b99fcb8-81c4-4be8-9745-fb2facd2148d | sv-b16-u18 | power on | active
| fb8ec2c4-9b87-49fb-931d-e7762919bf8f | sv-b17-u30 | power on | active
| 43543d55-d442-411a-95b0-432dd276f497 | sv-b17-u29 | power on | active
| 96bd14d4-8c6f-490d-b7ed-05ee4ba56cb0 | sv-b16-u4 | power on | active
| 720d9d7d-e7d9-46e7-8346-7b0dae61dc36 | sv-b16-u6 | power on | active
| 6e62a85d-25b3-4656-af64-51f2d52c68ed | sv-b16-u9 | power on | active
| 936ab7ae-eb7f-4c6c-969b-e9368d52c4a2 | sv-b16-u17 | power on | active
| a3a88063-6fb4-42a4-ba85-128f07fb033b | sv-b16-u12 | power on | active
| f9cd7df3-9fe1-4098-ab69-689c9e36be51 | sv-b16-u11 | power on | active
| de144c89-919d-44cd-9490-5ca2c4e8924f | sv-b16-u25-26 | power on | active
| 1b973868-9734-4ecf-9700-c0730e97e031 | sv-b16-u27-28 | power on | active
| e2e13e14-a52d-4f85-a0a1-7fa11473acbe | sv-b16-u29-30 | power on | active
| 85bada82-9c89-4942-80e3-4dcd50669568 | sv-b16-u31-32 | power on | active
| 11f02926-155b-47e3-8dff-d00be66e6a1b | sv-b17-u37 | power on | active
| 3981c448-c304-4e43-b645-3c64be07d03f | sv-b16-u20 | power on | active
| 2dea8423-99d9-4ca6-b4b1-6e8866967379 | sv-b16-u33-34 | power on | active
| ffbeebfb-8515-4d66-80b8-daae9f3d02e2 | gpu-b16-u1 | power on | active
| 6c819315-a655-4718-9b52-4e8252a8213f | gpu-b16-u2 | power off | available
| af85e966-1c66-45ce-b46d-9c55c2cb2558 | sv-b17-u36 | power off | clean failed
+--------------------------------------+---------------+-------------+--------------------+
Figure 5: OpenStack bare metal nodes in P3-ALaSKA
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Bare metal compute nodes are provisioned by network booting a deployment image containing the
Ironic Python Agent (IPA) software, which arranges for the disk image to be written to disk. Various
configurations are possible, but P3-ALaSKA uses PXE for network booting, and transfers the image to
disk via iSCSI. Once the provisioning is complete, Ironic reboots the node into the user’s image on
disk.
Ironic provides support for ‘cleaning’ nodes once they are no longer in use. Typically this consists of
erasing data from the node’s local storage devices. For the SSDs in P3-ALaSKA compute nodes, this
can be done using ATA secure erase, which is a relatively fast procedure that involves rotating the
cryptographic key used in the device. For the storage nodes with spinning disks, secure erase is not
possible, and the partition table is erased instead. P3-ALaSKA configures Ironic to perform cleaning
automatically on each node before returning it to the pool of available resources.
The Ironic Inspector service provides discovery and introspection of bare metal compute hardware.
During inspection, a node is network booted using a deployment image with the same IPA software
used for deployment. The IPA agent collects information from the node and posts it back to the
Ironic Inspector API. Network topology information is collected via Local Link Discovery Protocol
(LLDP). The inspector service provides a pluggable pipeline for processing the data returned by the
agent, which is customisable via Python and a custom rules Domain Specific Language (DSL).
The provisioning, cleaning and inspection processes are managed in Ironic via a state machine for
each node.
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Figure 6: OpenStack Ironic Logical Architecture

6.1.6 Networking
The networking service, Neutron, provides software-defined networking services. The key resources
are networks, subnets and ports. Networks are typically a layer 2 broadcast domain, either a flat
network, a VLAN, or an overlay network such as a VXLAN VNI. Subnets are layer 3 IP subnets. Ports
represent a connection to a network, and may have one or more fixed IP addresses.
The P3-ALaSKA system is advanced in terms of the variety of networks that it uses, as shown in the
following diagram:
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Figure 7: P3-ALaSKA Network Topology
There is a 10GbE control and provisioning network (not shown above), a 25GbE High Throughput
Ethernet (HTE) network, and a 100G EDR (LLN) InfiniBand network. Several Neutron networks are
defined in p3-config that allow each of these networks to be used by users of P3-ALaSKA:
+--------------------------------------+---------------+--------------------------------------+
| ID
| Name
| Subnets
|
+--------------------------------------+---------------+--------------------------------------+
| 23e984b8-1312-4986-ab08-d0862c824a48 | p3-bdn
| 03fbeca0-1a7b-4786-be16441e7a15c85a |
| 92a11f21-8c65-4761-897f-19fa14bcbc26 | p3-lln
| 266c72bd-5b47-4422-a7e5-bd7587446763
|
| e0840c22-a899-4f29-bf9c-c33feef08d88 | ilab
| 925abc16-a9ad-445b-ad85-6019063c0ab0 |
| e7aa547f-c960-4c3a-a5cb-3d049c53a738 | p3-internal
| 9f2beddb-99d9-451b-bb30e62c4644d58a |
+--------------------------------------+---------------+--------------------------------------+
Figure 8: OpenStack Networks in P3-ALaSKA
The ilab network uses the control and provisioning network, and provides external network
connectivity, as well as being reachable from the ilab gateway VM from which P3-ALaSKA users
access the machine. The p3-bdn and p3-lln networks represent the High Throughput Ethernet (HTE),
and the Low Latency Network (LLN) respectively.
In a virtualised compute environment, virtual networking is typically performed on the compute
hypervisor using a virtual switch such as Open vSwitch. In a bare metal compute environment,
OpenStack has no control over the processes running on the compute nodes, and must ensure that
they are properly isolated from networks to which they should not have access. The network must
therefore be managed by programming physical switch devices. While no tenant separation is
required, dynamically programming the network allows the privileged provisioning network to be
isolated from the user-facing networks.
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The P3-ALaSKA system uses the generic switch Neutron ML2 mechanism driver to program the
Ethernet networks. The generic switch driver manages device configuration using the Command Line
Interface (CLI) via SSH. Various devices are supported, including the Dell Force10 devices in use in
P3-ALaSKA. Network connectivity information (switch and interface names) discovered by Ironic
Inspector and configured on the bare metal port objects is pushed to Neutron during the
provisioning process. See the Ironic admin guide for further information.
The Low Latency Network (LLN) is managed using the Mellanox Neutron ML2 mechanism driver.
InfiniBand multi-tenancy in OpenStack requires a licensed Mellanox product - Unified Fabric
Manager (UFM), so the network is managed as a shared resource. A single instance of the OpenSM
subnet manager runs on the OpenStack controller and manages the InfiniBand network.
One limitation of the current InfiniBand setup is that DHCP is not supported on Infiniband networks.
This is due to the Mellanox OFED 4.0 release dropping support for Ethernet over Infiniband (eIPoIB).
Mellanox has not provided a solution for this limitation, nor a timeline for fixing it. The solution
employed here is to use a config-drive to provide IP configuration to compute instances for the
Infiniband network. Ethernet networks use DHCP as usual (assuming the Neutron subnet has not
disabled DHCP). Images wishing to use the InfiniBand network must include a patched cloud-init
package with support for InfiniBand interfaces specified via a config-drive. Several of the images
provided by p3-config include this package.
To support bare metal nodes attached to multiple physical networks (control and provisioning, High
Throughput Ethernet and Low Latency Network), bare metal ports are tagged with a physical
network field that matches the provider:physical network field of the relevant Neutron networks.
Ironic uses this information to ensure that Neutron virtual ports are mapped to the correct Ironic
physical port.

6.1.7 Supporting Services
Various common services are required to support an OpenStack control plane - including a relational
database, a message queue, and a load balancer. The P3-ALaSKA system uses the common
combination of MariaDB, RabbitMQ and HAProxy respectively.
While the single node control plane does not enable a High Availability (HA) configuration, all of
these components support operating in a highly available manner. In particular, Galera can be used
to create an active/passive MariaDB cluster, and keepalived can be used to manage a Virtual IP
address (VIP) via Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) that can be used by HAProxy to expose
API services in an active-passive manner.

6.2 Remote Storage Provisioning
The File system as a Service provided by Manila is covered in more detail in TODO: link to Buffer doc.

6.3 Orchestration Services
6.3.1 OpenStack Deployment
The P3-ALaSKA OpenStack control plane was initially deployed using the Ocata release of OpenStack.
The software was subsequently upgraded to the Pike release of OpenStack. Two services - Keystone
and Magnum - are currently running the most recent release of OpenStack, Queens.
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OpenStack is deployed using Kolla, an official OpenStack project for deploying OpenStack services
packaged in Docker containers. The Kolla containers will be orchestrated using Kolla Ansible. The
Kayobe project discovers, provisions and configures control plane hosts.
6.3.1.1 Kayobe: Kolla on Bifrost

Kayobe3 is an Ansible-driven framework for using Bifrost to deploy a multi-node OpenStack control
plane built around Kolla. Kayobe was built for P3-ALaSKA, and has since been adopted for use in
various other systems.
The control plane deployment process is driven from the Undercloud Director Node, referred to
variously as the “undercloud”, “seed node” and “director node”. In P3-ALaSKA, the Undercloud
Director node alaska-seed runs as a VM on the dev-director host, allowing the physical host to be
used for multiple roles.
The seed node runs a standalone Ironic service which is provisioned using Bifrost. All other activities
are driven by Ansible (which does not require agents or services to execute). Bifrost’s role is to boot
and deploy a base image to the servers in the control plane.
Kolla’s role is to configure and deploy the services of a containerised OpenStack control plane.
Kayobe is a set of sophisticated Ansible playbooks that configure and integrate the roles performed
by Bifrost and Kolla. Kayobe playbooks can run from any host within the network that has SSH
access (suitable for Ansible) to the undercloud director node and the control plane servers and
switches.
6.3.1.2 Handling Secrets Used in Deployment

All secrets (passwords, keys etc) that are needed during the deployment configuration are stored
encrypted in an Ansible vault file. This file is unlocked using a single shared key, that is distributed
among the administrators authorised to deploy or update P3-ALaSKA.
6.3.1.3 Deployment and Setup of Undercloud Seed Node

OpenStack deployment commences with a host running Ansible playbooks, with access to a
deployed system that will become the undercloud seed node.
A git repository4 of configuration for the control plane is used to ensure that the configuration
history is maintained, changes are tracked, and configuration is easily shared between
administrators.

3

Kayobe project documentation https://kayobe.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
P3-ALaSKA Kayobe configuration https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/alaska-kayobeconfig
4
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After the deployment and setup of the undercloud seed node, a containerised Bifrost service is
running. A containerised nginx web service, alaska_repo, is also created. This is used as a repository
for serving site-specific packages and data.
6.3.1.4 Control Plane Hardware Discovery

With the undercloud seed node deployed and active, control plane hardware can be enrolled and
inspected.
A baseline configuration is applied to the physical network switches. This step can be performed
before the undercloud seed host is deployed and configured, if this network is required for accessing
that host.
With network configuration in place, the control plane servers can be discovered, inspected and
enrolled. Hardware inspection can also be used to perform burn-in tests and hardware anomaly
detection.

After this stage, the physical network and physical servers of the control plane are under the control
of the undercloud seed node. At this point, no software has been deployed yet.
6.3.1.5 Control Plane Provisioning and Configuration

Bifrost is instructed to deploy the control plane nodes with a common software image. This is based
on a standard distribution of CentOS 7, but will be extended with site-specific packages such as
support for Infiniband.
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After the software image has been deployed on the control plane servers, Kayobe playbooks
configure the nodes in order to prepare them with specialisations for their intended roles. At this
stage all the control plane servers are active and configured, but not running OpenStack services.
6.3.1.6 Control Plane Service Deployment

Kolla is used to build Docker container images for all the OpenStack services, plus additional
supporting services. Kolla-Ansible is used to pull and start all the services in their assigned locations.

After deployment, some standard configuration is applied - such as defining a provisioning network
and software images for Ironic.
6.3.1.7 Control Plane Post-Deployment Configuration

At this stage, a standard OpenStack deployment is running. This deployment does not have any sitespecific configuration applied to it. The SKA-SDP Github Ansible playbooks registers resources with
the OpenStack control plane to setup the P3-ALaSKA environment.
This includes the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Defining the p3 Keystone project and users.
Defining networks and services connecting P3-ALaSKA with the Cambridge UIS data centre.
Defining a standard set of flavors for compute and storage nodes.
Generating and uploading a standard set of compute node software images.
Registering a set of container cluster templates for Magnum.

6.3.1.8 Compute Node Discovery and Enrollment

The bare metal compute and storage nodes must be enrolled and inspected by the overcloud Ironic
services in a similar manner to the enrollment and inspection of the control plane servers by the
seed Ironic services. Kayobe provides various tools for easing the management of a fleet of compute
nodes.
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6.3.2 Infrastructure Orchestration Services
The OpenStack orchestration service, Heat, supports management of stacks comprising
heterogeneous OpenStack resources, defined using a declarative templated Domain Specific
Language (DSL). Heat is used extensively within P3-ALaSKA for deploying clusters of servers, typically
coupled with the p3-appliances playbooks. It is also used by the Magnum container infrastructure
provisioning service.
The p3-appliances playbooks allow creation of appliances - clusters of servers provisioned using Heat
and configured via Ansible. P3-appliances uses the stackhpc.cluster-infra Ansible role is used to
define Heat templates and interact with the Heat API.
The following appliances have been developed:
●

●
●
●
●

OpenHPC is a cluster running a SLURM workload manager provided by the OpenHPC
packages. It uses a CephFS-backed Manila share to provide home directories for users. SSH
authentication for the login node is integrated with the Keystone service. Support exists for
provisioning and/or mounting converged and disaggregated BeeGFS and GlusterFS file
systems.
Dask is a cluster running the Dask graph processing engine.
Daliuge is a cluster running the Daliuge graph execution framework built by ICRAR.
Redis is a cluster running the Redis key/value store.
Maintenance is a cluster that was used to perform maintenance on the P3-ALaSKA system,
including checking and upgrading BIOS and NIC firmware.

6.3.3 Container Orchestration Services
Container Orchestration services are covered in more detail in [RD03].

6.4 Logging and Metrics Services
Logging and Metrics services are covered in more detail in the [RD04]. P3-ALaSKA uses Kolla Ansible
to deploy a fluentd log collector on the OpenStack controller with custom configuration for posting
logs to the Monasca Log API. A Monasca Agent service runs on the controller collecting metrics from
the control plane before posting them to the Monasca API.

6.5 User Interface Services
6.5.1 Infrastructure Dashboard
The dashboard service, Horizon, provides a single pane of glass view of the P3-ALaSKA OpenStack
system. It is integrated with all of the OpenStack services in use in P3-ALaSKA. The user interface is
context-dependent, providing access to p3 project resources for users, and a privileged view of the
entire system for administrators.
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Figure 9: Horizon Dashboard in P3-ALaSKA

7 IMPORTANT RESULTS
7.1 Core Infrastructure Services
7.1.1 AAAI Integration
7.1.1.1 Main achievements

●
●
●
●

Keystone’s SQL backend has worked well for the scale required for the P3-ALaSKA system.
Reconfiguration of Keystone to use fernet tokens was successful.
The Queens release of Keystone has been running alongside a Pike OpenStack deployment
successfully on the Alt-1 system.
A token can expire during a long running operation, causing subsequent operations to fail.
This has been avoided through the configuration of OpenStack to use service tokens.

7.1.1.2 Difficulties

●

The UUID token format used initially stores tokens in the Keystone database. As expired
tokens are not automatically removed, the database will grow indefinitely. A periodic task is
required to clean expired tokens. This is not required with the Fernet token format, which is
the only supported token format as of the Rocky release of Keystone.

7.1.2 Secret Management
7.1.2.1 Main achievements

●

Barbican used successfully as a mechanism for sharing secrets.
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7.1.2.2 Difficulties

●

None

7.1.3 Software Images
7.1.3.1 Main achievements

●

Glance deployed with Ceph as a storage backend.

7.1.3.2 Difficulties

●

None

7.1.4 OpenStack Compute
7.1.4.1 Main achievements

●

●

Despite the obvious differences in the management of virtual and physical machines, Nova is
a good fit for transforming a set of heterogeneous bare metal servers into a flexible,
dynamic pool of compute resources.
Nova’s scheduling and instance build retries tend to cover up transient failures in the bare
metal layer.

7.1.4.2 Difficulties

●

●
●

There are a few places where the Nova abstractions aren’t a perfect fit for bare metal.
Scheduling and resource management is one area, since the resources (CPU, memory, disk)
of a bare metal node are indivisible. Also, host aggregates do not function correctly.
Nova’s placement service is a recent addition, and as of the Pike release has a few teething
problems, particularly with bare metal compute.
Nova does not have particularly good support for locality awareness. This is particularly true
for bare metal compute, since host aggregates do not work.

7.1.5 Bare Metal Management
7.1.5.1 Main achievements

●
●
●

●
●

Ironic is managing a heterogeneous pool of 35 bare metal servers, including compute nodes,
large memory nodes, and storage nodes.
The Ironic cleaning support is used to clean sensitive data from local disks after use, an
important feature for a shared resource.
Support for multiple physical networks was developed upstream in Ironic and applied to the
P3-ALaSKA system. This allows Ironic to support bare metal nodes with access to multiple
heterogeneous networks.
A hardware discovery system was developed that uses the switch interface description
received via LLDP to determine hostnames for the Ironic nodes.
Several plugins were developed for Ironic Inspector to support tagging Ironic ports with a
physical network, and to add network connectivity information required by the Neutron
generic switch driver to Ethernet ports.
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7.1.5.2 Difficulties

●

●
●

●

●

The baseboard management controllers (BMCs) of the bare metal servers tend to be quite
low power devices and are not always reliable. While Ironic manages to work around this in
many cases through retrying operations, a few corner cases remain. Typically these can lead
to nodes failing an operation, and being placed into a maintenance mode.
Debugging failures can be difficult, particularly when Ironic is used with Heat and Nova. A log
aggregation system with a dashboard can help here.
Certain failures result in bare metal nodes being placed into maintenance mode, and
administrator action is required to bring the nodes back into service. Some of these failures
may be genuine hardware failures that require intervention, others may be temporary. A
good monitoring service with alarming and notifications will help to ensure that issues can
be rectified as soon as possible, resolving hardware issues if necessary and returning nodes
to service.
The Dell Force10 switches used for the control & provisioning network do not send the
configured switch interface description via LLDP, but the canonical name of the interface
(e.g. TenGigabitEthernet 1/0/1). This required a translation supported by Ironic Inspector
rules to apply Ironic node names.
Ironic does not currently support managing the network during hardware discovery. This
required adding support in the Kayobe deployment tool for adding nodes to the inspection
network.

7.1.6 Networking
7.1.6.1 Main achievements

●
●
●

●
●

Neutron is managing a bare metal environment, with multiple heterogeneous physical
networks and network isolation.
10Gb Management network, 100Gb/s RDMA-enabled Infiniband and 25Gb/s RDMA-enabled
Ethernet all available via OpenStack Neutron
The Neutron generic switch ML2 mechanism driver enables programming of physical
Ethernet network devices using a lowest-common-denominator approach of CLI automation
via SSH.
The Neutron Mellanox ML2 mechanism driver allows integration of the InfiniBand network
with Neutron to provide IP over InfiniBand address allocation for compute instances.
Avoidance of software networking bottlenecks such as floating IP addresses and virtual
routers has allowed us to make good use of the available networks. Compute instances
typically have IP addresses directly on the ilab network, and routing is performed in silicon in
the control and provisioning network where necessary, such as accessing storage services.

7.1.6.2 Difficulties

●

●

●

The Neutron generic switch ML2 mechanism driver initially exhibited failures during multiple
concurrent compute instance deployments, as the control and provisioning switches limit
the number of concurrent SSH connections. This was resolved by adding a retry mechanism
to the SSH connection procedure.
The generic switch driver does not perform error checking against the response from the
switch device. Support for this is in development, but this has not yet been applied to P3ALaSKA.
Programming the network can form a significant bottleneck in provisioning compute
instances. Configuring a single port takes roughly 20 seconds, and although some
concurrency is possible, it is limited by the switches in use to SSH sessions per minute.
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●

●

The Dell switches in use in P3-ALaSKA have an unusual way of configuring VLAN association
that involves adding interfaces to a VLAN, rather than adding VLANs to an interface. For
access mode interfaces, this means that any previous VLAN association must be removed for
an interface before adding a new one. In the case of the generic switch driver, if the VLAN
removal step fails for any reason, subsequent additions can silently fail, leading to hard to
diagnose errors. Recovery requires manual administrator intervention to find the existing
VLAN association on the switch.
25Gb/s Network proved difficult to get up and running due to issues with switch, cable, NIC
and firmware compatibility.

7.1.7 Supporting Services
7.1.7.1 Main achievements

●

The supporting services in P3-ALaSKA have for the most part worked without noticeable
issues.

7.1.7.2 Difficulties

●

A single node control plane means that a hardware or software fault, or maintenance may
incur some downtime. A multi-node control plane, typically requiring three nodes for
quorum, allows services to withstand the loss of a single node. For bare metal systems
without virtual networking, there is less of a dependency on the control plane than
virtualised systems.

7.1.8 Orchestration Services
7.1.8.1 OpenStack Deployment
7.1.8.1.1 Main achievements

●
●
●

●

●

●

The control plane hosts and OpenStack services running on them are deployed in a fully
automated fashion using Kayobe and Kolla Ansible.
A upgrade was successfully performed from the OpenStack Ocata to the Pike release.
The Keystone and Magnum services were upgraded from the Pike release to Queens,
showing that services can be deployed using different versions, and can operate together at
runtime. This is enabled through the use of containers for deployment, and backwards
compatible, versioned APIs.
Various configuration changes were applied after the initial deployment - a key feature of
Kolla Ansible. Ansible tags can be employed to ensure that changes are applied only to
specific services, increasing confidence in changes made to production.
Kayobe was initially developed for the P3-ALaSKA system as an open source project to fill
some of the gaps in Kolla Ansible. Kayobe has since evolved into a successful project in its
own right, and has been used to deploy a number of systems in the community. It is now
hosted on OpenStack infrastructure, and benefits from the use of the Zuul Continuous
Integration (CI) and gating system.
The deployment tools have proven capable of managing both the production partition and
the Alt-1 development/staging partition of P3-ALaSKA without excessive duplication.

7.1.8.1.2 Difficulties

●

OpenStack is a complex system, the operation of which requires significant experience.
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●
●

Developing changes for P3-ALaSKA can prove challenging. The Alt-1 staging environment
helps in this regard, but as a shared resource can come under contention.
Making manually triggered changes on an ad-hoc basis can result in inconsistencies, for
example if the configuration environment is not using the latest git commit. This could be
resolved using a tool such as Rundeck to automate more of the deployment process. More
information is available on Rundeck integration - see [RD05].

7.1.8.2 Infrastructure Orchestration Services
7.1.8.2.1 Main achievements

●
●
●

At the scale of P3-ALaSKA, Heat works well as a service for orchestrating the provisioning of
multiple OpenStack resources.
The declarative definition of cloud resources in p3-config ensures that resources are
registered in a repeatable manner.
The automation of cluster deployment and configuration through p3-appliances has proven
invaluable for repeatable deployment of platforms on the P3-ALaSKA infrastructure. It has
aided SIP and the Buffer prototyping, providing clusters of various different types and
configurations.

7.1.8.2.2 Difficulties

●

Anecdotally, and through experience in other environments, Heat can become a scaling
bottleneck when stacks contain a significant number of resources.

7.1.9 Container Orchestration Services
●

Container Orchestration services are covered in more detail in [RD03].

7.1.10 Remote Storage Provisioning
●

The File system as a Service provided by Manila is covered in more detail in [RD03]..

7.1.11 Logging and Metrics Services
●

Logging and Metrics services are covered in more detail in [RD04].

7.1.12 User Interface Services
7.1.12.1 Infrastructure Dashboard
7.1.12.1.1 Main achievements

●
●

Dashboard deployed successfully and made available to users of P3-ALaSKA.
Dashboards for non-core projects such as Magnum, Manila and Sahara deployed.

7.1.12.1.2 Difficulties

●

None
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8 LESSONS LEARNED
8.1 Core Infrastructure Services
8.1.1 AAAI Integration
●

While the SQP backend has been adequate for P3-ALaSKA, the SDP (and regional centres)
will likely require integration with an existing identity provider such as LDAP.

8.1.2 Secret Management
●

Barbican provides a neat, unified way to share secrets with infrastructure provided by an
OpenStack cloud.

8.1.3 Software Images
●
●

Ceph works well as a Glance storage backend.
An image store allows different compute nodes to be deployed using different versions,
configurations.

8.1.4 OpenStack Compute
●
●
●

●

Nova provides a useful abstraction for bare metal compute resources, allowing them to be
scheduled in a much more flexible manner than typical HPC provisioning systems.
At times bare metal compute can seem like a second class citizen in Nova. However, the
integration of these services is becoming more reliable with each release.
The lack of support for host aggregates for bare metal compute could have implications for
location aware scheduling, as might be required for SDP data islands. It is hoped that this will
be resolved in due course, but there is no solution available immediately.
Nova provides a feature called Cells V2 to support scaling up the number of compute hosts.
The P3-ALaSKA system is not large enough to require the use of multiple cells, but the SDP
likely will be. Cells are still relatively new, and some work will be required to determine the
ideal maximum cell size for bare metal compute.

8.1.5 Bare Metal Management
●
●

●

Ironic allows compute resources to be exposed in a programmable manner, without any loss
of performance. This will be crucial to meeting the performance requirements of the SDP.
While the single controller in P3-ALaSKA has been sufficient to manage the small number of
nodes in the system, a larger system such as the SDP will need to consider the scalability of
the bare metal provisioning process. There are several avenues that could be explored,
including use of iPXE instead of PXE, transferring images via a shared storage system such as
Ceph rather than iSCSI from the controller, and the use of location-aware mapping of nodes
to Ironic conductors.
Cleaning data from devices with ATA secure erase is much more efficient than from those
that do not support it.

8.1.6 Networking
●

The Neutron generic switch ML2 mechanism driver provides an important lowest-commondenominator for physical device management in OpenStack. It does have several issues
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however, and while some of these have been addressed, it lacks some of the features of a
sophisticated Software Defined Networking (SDN) solution that might be required for the
SDP. Whatever networking solution is chosen for the SDP, it must be ensured that a suitable
integration with Neutron is possible.

8.1.7 Supporting Services
●

The SDP will require a highly available control plane, which depends on clustered supporting
services. For OpenStack these are usually Galera for the SQL database, RabbitMQ for the
message queue, and HAProxy/keepalived for the load balancer.

8.1.8 Orchestration Services
8.1.8.1 OpenStack Deployment

●

●

●

The P3-ALaSKA system demonstrates the fully automated discovery, provisioning,
deployment and upgrade of an OpenStack control plane using the Kayobe and Kolla Ansible
open source tools.
The slight increase in complexity incurred through running OpenStack services in containers
is a worthwhile tradeoff for the improved operability, reliability and flexibility that they
provide. The ability to simply run services at different releases and with differing
dependencies will no doubt prove crucial over the lifetime of the SDP.
The provision of a staging environment proved incredibly useful for testing changes to the
control plane and adding new features without disrupting existing users of P3-ALaSKA. The
SDP will need suitable development, testing, and staging environments that closely mirror
production.

8.1.8.2 Infrastructure Orchestration Services

●

Further work will be required to test the scaling limits of Heat as an orchestration service if it
is to be used in the SDP. Alternatives such as Terraform should also be investigated.

8.1.9 User Interface Services
8.1.9.1 Infrastructure Dashboard

●
●

●

The dashboard does not lend itself to repeatable, reliable operations, being an inherently
manual interface.
Most use of P3-ALaSKA involves driving the APIs in some automated fashion, via a tool such
as p3-config or p3-appliances. The dashboard does provide a useful interface for inspecting
the state of the system, or for provisioning infrastructure on an ad-hoc basis.
Further work would be required to determine how the dashboard operates at scale.
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